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DIFFERENTIAL GALOIS GROUPS OVER LAURENT SERIES FIELDS
DAVID HARBATER, JULIA HARTMANN, AND ANNETTE MAIER
Abstract. In this manuscript, we apply patching methods to give a positive answer to
the inverse differential Galois problem over function fields over Laurent series fields of char-
acteristic zero. More precisely, we show that any linear algebraic group (i.e. affine group
scheme of finite type) over such a Laurent series field does occur as the differential Galois
group of a linear differential equation with coefficients in any such function field (of one or
several variables).
Introduction
Differential Galois theory studies linear homogeneous differential equations by means of
their symmetry groups, the differential Galois groups. Such a group acts on the solution
space of the equation under consideration, and this furnishes it with the structure of a linear
algebraic group over the field of constants of the differential field. In analogy to the inverse
problem in ordinary Galois theory, an answer to the question of which linear algebraic groups
occur as differential Galois groups over a given differential field provides information about
the field and its extensions.
Classically, differential Galois theory was mostly concerned with one variable function
fields over the complex numbers. In that case, the inverse problem is related to the Riemann-
Hilbert problem (Hilbert’s 21st problem) about monodromy groups of differential equations.
In fact, Tretkoff and Tretkoff ([TT79]) showed that every linear algebraic group over C occurs
as the differential Galois group of some equation over C(x), as a consequence of Plemelj’s
solution to the (modified) Riemann-Hilbert problem ([Ple08]; see also [AB94]). The solution
to the inverse differential Galois problem over C(x) for an arbitrary algebraically closed
field C of characteristic zero was given in [Har05], building on decades of work by other
authors, e.g. [Kov69], [Kov71], [Sin93], [MS96], [MS02]. It is worth noting that contrary to
ordinary Galois theory, there seems to be no direct way of deducing this from the complex
case for general groups (see [Sin93]).
More recently, there have been results concerning differential Galois theory over non-
algebraically closed fields of constants; see, e.g. [AM05], [And01], [Dyc08], [CHvdP13].
(There was actually an earlier attempt, in [Eps55a] and [Eps55b], but the approach did
not yield a full Galois correspondence and seems to have been dropped.) The differential
Galois groups in this more general setting are still linear algebraic groups, but in the sense
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of group schemes rather than of point groups. However, only very limited results are known
about the corresponding inverse problem (in particular, see [Dyc08]).
In this manuscript (Theorem 4.14), we solve the inverse problem for function fields over
complete discretely valued fields of equal characteristic zero, which are Laurent series fields.
While such fields are never algebraically closed, they share with the complex numbers the
property of being complete with respect to a metric topology, therefore allowing local cal-
culations involving series. This relates our approach to the classical approach in [TT79],
although we use different techniques.
As a general result that may also be useful in other contexts, we show that in order to
solve the inverse problem over finitely generated differential fields over a field of constants K,
it suffices to solve it over K(x) with derivation d/dx (Corollary 4.13). This type of approach
has previously been used for groups over algebraically closed fields (e.g. for connected groups
in [MS96]) and is sometimes called the Kovacic trick.
Our approach to solving the inverse problem over rational function fields over Laurent
series fields is based on a recent version of patching methods ([HH10]) and inspired by the
use of patching methods in ordinary Galois theory (see [Har03] for an overview). In ordinary
Galois theory, the patching machinery reduces the realization of a given finite group to
the (local) realization of generating (e.g. cyclic) subgroups. In the differential setup, there
are two additional complications. The first is that in differential Galois theory, it is not
possible to patch the local Picard-Vessiot rings (which are the analogs of Galois extensions),
since these are not finite as algebras. Instead, we apply patching directly to the differential
equations via a factorization property related to patching; this is equivalent to patching the
corresponding differential modules. The second complication is that while any finite group is
generated by its cyclic subgroups, an analogous statement for linear algebraic groups is true
only over algebraically closed fields: Every linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed
field is generated by (a finite number of) finite cyclic groups and copies of the multiplicative
and additive group. To overcome this issue, we apply the patching method after base change
to a finite extension of the field of constants in such a way that the result descends to the
original field.
The advantage of our method is that the building blocks (i.e., the local differential equa-
tions for finite cyclic, multiplicative, and additive groups) are very easy to find and verify.
Because we apply the patching machinery only in a very simple case in which the process
can be described explicitly, we do not require the reader to be familiar with [HH10]. We
note that a related but somewhat different strategy, to handle a special case of the problem,
was sketched by the second author in [Har07].
We expect that the results of this manuscript can be applied to solve the inverse differential
Galois problem for function fields over constant fields other than Laurent series, for example
p-adic fields (this is work in progress).
Organization of the manuscript: Section 1 lists some basic facts about Picard-Vessiot
theory over non-algebraically closed fields of constants. It also contains auxiliary results
about the linearization of the differential Galois group, a statement and consequences of the
Galois correspondence, and descent results for Picard-Vessiot rings. Section 2 describes the
patching setup for differential equations, proves the main patching result and gives some
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examples. Section 3 is concerned with the generation of linear algebraic groups by “simple”
subgroups and with finding differential equations which have those groups as differential
Galois groups, the so-called building blocks for patching. Finally, Section 4 solves the inverse
problem over rational function fields by combining the results of the previous two sections.
It also contains a result stating that solving the inverse problem over rational function fields
implies a solution over arbitrary finitely generated differential fields (over the same field of
constants). Combining this with the result obtained for rational function fields gives the
main Theorem 4.14.
Acknowledgments: The authors wish to thank Tobias Dyckerhoff and Michael Wibmer
for helpful discussions. We also thank Michael Singer for comments related to the contents
of this manuscript.
1. Picard-Vessiot theory
Throughout this manuscript, all fields are assumed to be of characteristic zero. If F is a
field, we write F¯ for its algebraic closure. If R is an integral domain, we write Frac(R) for
its field of fractions. If R is a differential ring, we write CR for its ring of constants. If F is
a differential field, then CF is a field which is algebraically closed in F .
We first record some facts from the Galois theory of differential fields with arbitrary fields
of constants. We refer to [Dyc08] for details.
Let (F, ∂) be a differential field with field of constants CF = K. Given a matrix A ∈
F n×n and a differential ring extension R/F , a fundamental solution matrix for A is a
matrix Y ∈ GLn(R) which satisfies the differential equation ∂(Y ) = AY . A differential ring
extension R/F is called a Picard-Vessiot ring for A ∈ F n×n if it satisfies the following
conditions: The ring of constants of R is CR = K, there exists a fundamental solution matrix
Y ∈ GLn(R), R is generated by the entries of Y and Y −1 (we write R = F [Y, Y −1]), and R
is differentially simple (i.e., has no nontrivial ideals which are stable under ∂). Differential
simplicity implies that a Picard-Vessiot ring is an integral domain. Its fraction field is called
a Picard-Vessiot extension. Note that since K is not assumed to be algebraically closed,
Picard-Vessiot rings need not exist (e.g. [Sei56]) and might not be unique. The torsor
theorem states that if R is a Picard-Vessiot ring, there is an R-linear isomorphism of
differential rings R⊗F R ∼= R⊗K CR⊗FR.
The differential Galois group of a Picard-Vessiot ring R/F is defined as the group
functor Aut∂(R/F ) from the category of K-algebras to the category of groups that sends a
K-algebra S to the group Aut∂(R ⊗K S/F ⊗K S) of differential automorphism of R ⊗K S
that are trivial on F ⊗K S. This functor is represented by the K-Hopf algebra CR⊗FR =
K[Y ⊗ Y −1, Y −1 ⊗ Y ]. We conclude that the differential Galois group of R/F is an affine
group scheme of finite type over K which is necessarily (geometrically) reduced since the
characteristic is zero ([Oor66]; see also [Car62]); i.e. it is a linear algebraic group over K
with coordinate ring K-isomorphic to CR⊗FR. Moreover, the torsor theorem asserts that the
affine variety Spec(R) defined by a Picard-Vessiot ring R with Galois group G is a G-torsor
and R ⊗F F¯ ∼= CR⊗FR ⊗K F¯ , which implies trdeg(Frac(R)/F ) = dim(G). It is immediate
from the definitions that if K ′/K is an algebraic extension of constants, then R ⊗K K ′
is a Picard-Vessiot ring over F ⊗K K ′ whose differential Galois group is the base change
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of the differential Galois group of R/F from K to K ′. We remark that the definition of
the differential Galois group requires the use of a Picard-Vessiot ring rather than a Picard-
Vessiot extension; for this reason most statements in this manuscript are phrased in terms
of a Picard-Vessiot ring.
When constructing Picard-Vessiot rings, we will frequently use the following well-known
criterion ([Dyc08, Corollary 2.7]).
Proposition 1.1. Let L/F be an extension of differential fields with constants CL = CF
and let A ∈ F n×n. Assume that there exists a fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(L) for
A, i.e., ∂(Y ) = AY . Then R = F [Y, Y −1] ⊆ L is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A.
The next proposition gives a criterion to determine which elements of a Picard-Vessiot
extension are contained in a Picard-Vessiot ring. Elements satisfying the condition in the
proposition are also called differentially finite.
Proposition 1.2. Let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring for some matrix A. Then an element
a ∈ Frac(R) lies in R if and only if a, ∂(a), ∂2(a), . . . span a finite dimensional F -vector
space.
Proof. In the case that CF is algebraically closed, this is a well-known statement (see [vdPS03,
Cor. 1.38]), which can be applied to R⊗K K¯ over the field L := F ⊗K K¯. Here R⊗K K¯ is a
Picard-Vessiot ring since K¯/K is an algebraic extension of constants. Let a ∈ R ⊆ R⊗K K¯.
Thus a, ∂(a), ∂2(a), . . . span a finite dimensional vector space over L, so there is an r ∈ N
such that a, ∂(a), ∂2(a), . . . , ∂r(a) are linearly dependent over L. Let V be the F -vector space
spanned by a, ∂(a), . . . , ∂r(a). Then
dimF (V ) = dimL(V ⊗F L) = dimL(V ⊗K K¯) ≤ r;
and we conclude that a, ∂(a), . . . , ∂r(a) are linearly dependent over F , giving the forward
direction. The proof of the converse direction is the same as in the case CF is algebraically
closed; see [vdPS03, Cor. 1.38, proof of (3)⇒(1)]. 
In particular, any two Picard-Vessiot rings R,R′ with the same field of fractions (but
possibly for different matrices) are necessarily equal.
1.1. Linearization of the differential Galois group. The differential Galois group of
a Picard-Vessiot ring was defined above as an abstract linear algebraic group. A choice of
fundamental solution matrix determines an embedding into a general linear group as follows.
Proposition 1.3. Let R = F [Y, Y −1] be a Picard-Vessiot ring over F with field of constants
CF = K. Then there is a closed embedding of linear algebraic groups
ΨY = ΨY,K : Aut
∂(R/F ) →֒ GLn,K
such that for all K-algebras S:
ΨY (S) : Aut
∂(R⊗K S/F ⊗K S) →֒ GLn(S), σ 7→ (Y ⊗ 1)−1σ(Y ⊗ 1).
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Proof. Since σ is a differential automorphism, ∂ ((Y ⊗ 1)−1σ(Y ⊗ 1)) = 0, i.e., (Y⊗1)−1σ(Y⊗
1) has entries in CR⊗KS = K ⊗K S ∼= S. Therefore, ΨY (S) is a well-defined map. Let
K[Z,Z−1] denote the coordinate ring of GLn over K. Let ρ : Aut
∂(R/F ) →֒ GLn,K be the
closed embedding induced by the surjection on the coordinate rings K[Z,Z−1] → K[Y ⊗
Y −1, Y −1 ⊗ Y ], Z 7→ Y ⊗ Y −1. It is then easy to deduce that ρ(S) = ΨY (S) for every K-
algebra S by examining the isomorphism Aut∂(R⊗KS/F⊗KS)→ HomK(K[Y ⊗Y −1, Y −1⊗
Y ], S). Hence ΨY = ρ is in fact a closed embedding of linear algebraic groups. 
We define Gal∂Y (R/F ) ≤ GLn as the image of the differential Galois group Aut∂(R/F )
under the linearization ΨY defined in Proposition 1.3 and we also call it the differential
Galois group of R/F (with respect to Y ). A different choice of fundamental solution
matrix leads to a differential Galois group which is conjugate by an element of GLn(K). We
will write expressions like G ≤ GLn to denote a linear algebraic group with an embedding
into a fixed copy of GLn.
The following example illustrates the above and will be used in our building blocks in
Section 3.2.
Example 1.4. Let F be a differential field with field of constants K and let a ∈ F . We
consider the differential equation ∂(y) = Ay with A =
(
0 a
0 0
)
. If there exists a differential
field extension L/F with CL = K and an element y ∈ L with ∂(y) = a, then R = F [y]
is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A over F by Proposition 1.1. Indeed, Y =
(
1 y
0 1
)
∈ GL2(L)
is a fundamental solution matrix for A and R = F [Y, Y −1]. Let S be a K-algebra and
σ ∈ Aut∂(R⊗K S/F ⊗K S). As
∂(σ(y ⊗ 1)) = σ(∂(y ⊗ 1)) = σ(a⊗ 1) = a⊗ 1 = ∂(y ⊗ 1),
there exists an ασ ∈ CR⊗KS = K ⊗K S ≃ S with σ(y ⊗ 1) = y ⊗ 1 + ασ. Moreover,
Y −1σ(Y ) =
(
1 ασ
0 1
)
, hence Gal∂Y (R/F )(S) is a subgroup of Ga(S) in its two-dimensional
representation and Gal∂Y (R/F ) is a subgroup scheme of Ga. (Note that since Ga has no
proper closed subgroups in characteristic zero, it must in fact be either the whole group or
trivial.)
Remark 1.5. One advantage of working within a fixed GLn is the following. Two linear
algebraic groups G ≤ GLn and H ≤ GLn defined over K are equal (as subgroups of GLn) if
and only if G(K¯) = H(K¯) inside GLn(K¯), since the K¯-rational points of a linear algebraic
group are dense. In particular, G and H are isomorphic over K if G(K¯) = H(K¯); whereas
in general, G(K¯) ∼= H(K¯) for abstract linear algebraic groups would imply only that G and
H are isomorphic over K¯.
The following lemma is immediate from the definitions (in the language of differential
modules, the transformation corresponds to a change of basis).
Lemma 1.6. Let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring for a matrix A with fundamental solution
matrix Y ∈ GLn(R). Then for each B ∈ GLn(F ), R/F is also a Picard-Vessiot ring for
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∂(B)B−1 + BAB−1 with fundamental solution matrix BY ∈ GLn(R), and Gal∂Y (R/F ) =
Gal∂BY (R/F ) inside GLn,CF .
Lemma 1.7. Let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring for a matrix A with fundamental solution
matrix Y ∈ GLn(R). Let L/F be a differential field extension such that R and L are
contained in a common differential field extension with constants CF . Then the compositum
LR = L[Y, Y −1] is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A over L, and Gal∂Y (LR/L) ≤ Gal∂Y (R/F ) as
subgroups of GLn,CF .
Proof. AbbreviateK = CF . By Proposition 1.1, LR is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A over L. For
the second assertion, let S be any K-algebra, and let σ ∈ Aut∂(LR/L)(S) = Aut∂(LR ⊗K
S/L⊗K S). Then σ acts on LR⊗K S and hence on GLn(LR⊗K S), taking Y ⊗1 to (Y ⊗1)Z
where Z = ΨY (S)(σ) ∈ Gal∂Y (LR/L)(S) ≤ GLn(S) with ΨY as in Proposition 1.3. Since
R = F [Y, Y −1], σ restricts to an automorphism ofR⊗KS. The corresponding monomorphism
Gal∂Y (LR/L)(S) → Gal∂Y (R/F )(S) maps Z to Z. This defines an inclusion Gal∂Y (LR/L) ≤
Gal∂Y (R/F ) of subgroups of GLn,K. 
If moreover the tensor product of L and R is a compositum without new constants, we even
obtain equality:
Proposition 1.8. Let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring for a matrix A with fundamental solu-
tion matrix Y ∈ GLn(R). Let L/F be a differential field extension and assume that L⊗F R
is an integral domain such that its field of fractions has constants CF . Then L ⊗F R is a
Picard-Vessiot ring for A over L with fundamental solution matrix 1 ⊗ Y . Moreover, we
have an equality of differential Galois groups inside GLn,CF :
Gal∂1⊗Y (L⊗F R/L) = Gal∂Y (R/F )
Proof. Abbreviate K = CF . View L⊗FR as the compositum of L and R inside Frac(L⊗FR).
Then Lemma 1.7 implies that L⊗F R = F [1⊗ Y, (1⊗ Y )−1] is a Picard-Vessiot ring over L
and Gal∂1⊗Y (L⊗F R/L) ≤ Gal∂Y (R/F ) as subgroups of GLn,K . To obtain equality, it suffices
to show that for any K-algebra S and any σ0 ∈ Aut∂(R ⊗K S/F ⊗K S) there exists an
element σ ∈ Aut∂((L ⊗F R) ⊗K S/L ⊗K S) = Aut∂(L ⊗F (R ⊗K S)/L ⊗F (F ⊗K S)) that
restricts to σ0. But σ = idL⊗Fσ0 has that property, which concludes the proof. 
In the special case when R/F is a finite Galois extension and L/F is a finite extension,
the condition that L ⊗F R is an integral domain is equivalent to saying that L and R are
linearly disjoint over F and the condition that the field L⊗F R does not have new constants
is equivalent to saying that L⊗F R is regular over K. (Recall that a field extension A/K is
regular if A is linearly disjoint from K¯ over K.)
1.2. The Galois correspondence. Let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring together with a fun-
damental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(R). Set G := Aut∂(R/F ), G := Gal∂Y (R/F ) ≤ GLn and
E := Frac(R), K := CF . Then for a closed subgroup H ≤ G (defined over K), consider the
inverse image H ≤ G of H under the isomorphism ΨY : G→ G. The functorial invariants
EH in E are defined as the elements a/b ∈ Frac(R) satisfying
σ(a⊗ 1)(b⊗ 1) = (a⊗ 1)σ(b⊗ 1)
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for all K-algebras S and all σ ∈ H(S) ⊆ Aut∂(R ⊗K S/F ⊗K S). As H(K¯) is dense in
H , it even suffices to check the above condition for S = K¯. The Galois correspondence
([Dyc08, Thm. 4.4]) then states that there is an inclusion-reversing bijection between closed
subgroups of G (defined over K) and differential subfields F ⊆ L ⊆ E, given by
H 7→ EH and L 7→ Aut∂(R/L).
We illustrate with an example why we need to consider functorial invariants rather than
invariants on K-points.
Example 1.9. Consider F = Q(x) with derivation d/dx and R = F [ 3
√
x]. Then R = Frac(R)
is a Picard-Vessiot ring over F for the differential equation ∂(y) = 1
3x
y with fundamental
solution matrix y = 3
√
x and differential Galois group G ∼= µ3, the subgroup of GL3 defined
by the equation X3−1 = 0. Note that µ3(Q) = {1}; hence Aut∂(R/F ) = Aut(R/F ) = {id},
and RAut(R/F ) strictly contains F . But RG = F .
It is known ([Dyc08, Proposition 4.3]) that if H ≤ G is a closed normal subgroup, then
EH is the fraction field of a Picard-Vessiot ring RH over F with Aut
∂(RH/F ) ∼= G/H . For
H equal to the identity component of G, we obtain the following.
Lemma 1.10. Let F be a differential field and let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring with dif-
ferential Galois group G. Write G0 for the identity component of G and E = Frac(R).
Then EG
0
is the algebraic closure of F in E, and it is a finite field extension of degree
[EG
0
: F ] = |G(K¯)/G0(K¯)|.
Proof. Since trdeg(E/EG
0
) = dim(G0) = dim(G) = trdeg(E/F ) and E is finitely generated
over F , the extension EG
0
/F is finite. On the other hand, every algebraic subextension F ⊆
L ⊆ E is a differential extension, and thus H := Aut∂(R/L) is a closed subgroup of G of the
same dimension. Therefore, G0 ⊆ H and L = EH ⊆ EG0. Hence EG0 is the algebraic closure
of F in E. While the finite field extension EG
0
/F might not be Galois, the compositum
EG
0
K¯ ∼= EG0 ⊗K K¯ is a finite extension of FK¯ ∼= F ⊗K K¯ of the same degree as EG0/F .
Moreover, Aut(EG
0
K¯/FK¯) ∼= (G/G0)(K¯) ∼= G(K¯)/G0(K¯) and (EG0K¯)Aut(EG0K¯/F K¯) = FK¯
(because K¯ is algebraically closed). Hence EG
0
K¯/FK¯ is a finite Galois extension of degree
|G(K¯)/G0(K¯)| and the claim follows. 
1.3. Galois descent for Picard-Vessiot rings. Let F0 be a differential field with field of
constants K0. Given a linear algebraic group G ≤ GLn over K0, it might be easier to realize
GK as a differential Galois group over F0K for some finite extension of constants K/K0. We
assume that K/K0 is a finite Galois extension with Galois group Γ. As K0 is algebraically
closed in F0, F0K ∼= F0⊗K0K is Galois over F0 with group Γ (and the action of Γ commutes
with the derivation). In our applications, we construct a Picard-Vessiot ring over F0K such
that the fundamental solution matrix is Γ-invariant. The following lemma explains that this
Picard-Vessiot ring then descends to a Picard-Vessiot ring over F0 with differential Galois
group G.
Lemma 1.11. Let K/K0 be a finite Galois extension with Galois group Γ. Let F0 be a
differential field with CF0 = K0 and set F = F0K. Further, let L/F be an extension of
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differential fields with CL = CF = K and such that the action of Γ on F extends to an action
on L via differential automorphisms. If R = F [Y, Y −1] ⊆ L is a Picard-Vessiot ring over F
such that Y ∈ GLn(L) is invariant under the action of Γ, then R0 := F0[Y, Y −1] is a Picard-
Vessiot ring over F0 with Gal
∂
Y (R0/F0)K = Gal
∂
Y (R/F ) as subgroups of GLn. In particular,
if Gal∂Y (R/F ) = GK for a linear algebraic group G ≤ GLn,K0, then Gal∂Y (R0/F0) = G.
Proof. Note that A := ∂(Y )Y −1 ∈ F n×n is Γ-invariant, hence A ∈ F n×n0 . The field LΓ
of Γ-invariants in L is a differential field extension of F0 with CLΓ = K0 = CF0, since
CL = K. As Y is contained in GLn(L
Γ), Proposition 1.1 implies that R0 is a Picard-Vessiot
ring for A over F0. Let H ≤ GLn be the linear algebraic group Gal∂Y (R0/F0) defined over
K0. Since K0 is algebraically closed in Frac(R0), the natural map R0 ⊗K0 K → R is an
isomorphism, and the induced map on matrices sends Y ⊗K0 1 to Y . Hence the natural map
ι : Aut∂(R⊗K K¯/F ⊗K K¯)→ Aut∂(R0 ⊗K0 K¯/F0 ⊗K0 K¯) is an isomorphism. It is given by
σ 7→ φ−1σφ, where the differential K¯-isomorphism φ is the composition
R0 ⊗K0 K¯ → R0 ⊗K0 K ⊗K K¯ → R⊗K K¯,
whose induced map on matrices sends Y ⊗K0 1 to Y ⊗K 1.
We claim that the isomorphism ι yields the equality
H(K¯) = Gal∂Y (R0/F0)(K¯) = Gal∂Y (R/F )(K¯)
as subsets of GLn(K¯). Namely, for any σ ∈ Aut∂(R⊗K K¯/F ⊗K K¯),
ΨY,K(K¯)(σ) = (Y ⊗K 1)−1σ(Y ⊗K 1)
= φ((Y ⊗K0 1)−1ι(σ)(Y ⊗K0 1))
= (Y ⊗K0 1)−1ι(σ)(Y ⊗K0 1)
= ΨY,K0(K¯)(ι(σ)).
(The third equality holds since all entries of the matrix are contained in K¯.) The claim
follows.
We conclude that HK = Gal∂Y (R/F ) as subgroups of GLn as asserted. In particular, if
Gal∂Y (R/F ) = GK for some G ≤ GLn,K0, then H(K¯) = GK(K¯) = G(K¯) as subgroups of
GLn(K¯), and hence H = G. 
2. Application of patching to differential equations
Throughout this section, let K = k((t)) for some field k of characteristic zero; let F =
K(x); and consider a derivation ∂ on F with CF = K. Note that ∂ = ∂(x) ·∂/∂x. Moreover,
F is the function field of the projective x-line P1k[[t]] over the discrete valuation ring k[[t]].
In [HH10], a collection of field extensions FP , F℘ and FU were considered. Whereas the
definitions in loc. cit. are geometric, we only need a special case, in which the description is
very explicit:
If P ∈ A1k ⊂ P1k is a rational point defined by x = b for some b ∈ k, then we consider the
fields
FP = k((x− b, t)) and
F℘(P ) = k((x− b))((t)),
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where k((x−b, t)) denotes the fraction field of the power series ring k[[x−b, t]] in two variables.
Given a non-empty finite set P of k-rational points, we have an index set B = {℘(P )| P ∈ P}
in bijection with P. If P consists of points z = bi for some bi ∈ k and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then we
let U be the complement of P in P1k, and we write
FU = Frac(k[(x− b1)−1, . . . , (x− bm)−1][[t]]).
As explained in [HH10], there are inclusions F ⊆ FU ,FP ⊆ F℘(P ) for all P ∈ P. These are
in fact inclusions of differential fields, where we equip FU , FP , and F℘(P ) with the derivation
∂(x) · ∂/∂x; moreover CFU = CFP = CF℘(P ) = CF = K for all P ∈ P. In particular,
if A ∈ F n×n is such that there exists a fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(FU), then
F [Y, Y −1] is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A over F (by Proposition 1.1).
The method of patching over the fields (F, FU , FP , F℘) relies on the following two proper-
ties.
Theorem 2.1.
(a) Simultaneous factorization property: Let n ∈ N. If (Y℘)℘∈B is a collection of matrices
Y℘ ∈ GLn(F℘) then there exist matrices BP ∈ GLn(FP ) for each P ∈ P and one matrix
Y ∈ GLn(FU) such that for each P ∈ P, Y℘(P ) = B−1P Y in GLn(F℘(P )).
(b) Intersection property: If x ∈ FU is such that for each P ∈ P, x is contained in FP when
considered as an element of F℘(P ), then x ∈ F .
For a proof of the simultaneous factorization property, see [HH10, Thm 5.10] and [HHK11,
Prop. 2.2]. The intersection property is stated in [HH10, Prop. 6.3].
Definition 2.2. In the above setup, an action of a finite group Γ on the differential patching
data (P,B, U) consists of the following:
(1) a left action of Γ on F via differential automorphisms.
(2) a left action of Γ on FU via differential automorphisms, extending the action of Γ on F .
(3) a right action of Γ on the finite set P.
(4) for each σ ∈ Γ and each P ∈ P, an isomorphism σ : FPσ → FP of differential fields
extending σ : F → F such that for all σ, τ ∈ Γ, στ : FPστ → FP is the composition
σ ◦ τ : FPστ → FPσ → FP .
(5) for each σ ∈ Γ and each P ∈ P, an isomorphism of differential fields σ : F℘(Pσ) → F℘(P )
extending both σ : FU → FU and σ : FPσ → FP such that for all σ, τ ∈ Γ, στ : F℘(Pστ ) →
F℘(P ) is the composition σ ◦ τ : F℘(Pστ ) → F℘(Pσ) → F℘(P ).
Example 2.3. (a) Let k0 ≤ k such that k/k0 is a finite Galois extension, let e ≥ 1 be a
natural number such that k contains a primitive e-th root of unity, and set t0 = t
e. Then
K = k((t)) is a finite Galois extension of K0 = k0((t0)), and Γ := Gal(K/K0) is the semi-
direct product of the cyclic group of order e and the group Gal(k/k0). In particular, Γ
surjects onto Gal(k/k0). Note that F = K(x) is a finite Galois extension of F0 = K0(x)
whose Galois group is isomorphic to Γ and acts on F as a differential field. The action of Γ
on F over F0 (from the left) induces an action of Γ on the x-line P
1
k[[t]] over P
1
k0[[t0]]
from the
right. In particular, there is an induced action of Γ on P1k over P
1
k0
from the right. If P ∈ P1k
is a point of the form x = b for some b ∈ k, then P σ is defined by x = σ−1(b). The induced
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isomorphism
σ : FPσ = k((x− σ−1(b), t))→ FP = k((x− b, t))
is a differential isomorphism, as is the induced isomorphism
σ : F℘(Pσ) = k((x− σ−1(b)))((t))→ F℘(P ) = k((x− b))((t)).
Notice that if P ⊆ P1k is a finite set of closed points invariant under the action of Γ, then
the action of Γ on P1k[[t]] also induces an action of Γ on FU as a differential field. Therefore,
Γ acts on the differential patching data (P,B, U).
(b) Observe that the Γ-orbit of a closed point x = b as above consists of at most
|Gal(k/k0)| ≤ |Γ| elements. To obtain an action with orbits of full length |Γ| for use in
Section 4, we will use the following construction. Suppose again that k contains a prim-
itive e-th root of unity ζ . Let z = x/t. We will work with the z-line P1k[[t]] instead of
the x-line. (In other words, we perform a blow-up at the origin, and then blow down
the original component.) Let σ ∈ Γ. As t is an e-th root of t0 ∈ K0, σ(t) = ζnσt for
some nσ ∈ N, and hence σ(z) = ζ−nσz. Note that the induced action of Γ on the z-
line P1k maps a point P of the form z = b to the point P
σ defined by z = ζnσ−1σ−1(b);
and the induced isomorphisms σ : FPσ = k((z − ζnσ−1σ−1(b), t)) → FP = k((z − b, t)) and
F℘(Pσ) = k((z − ζnσ−1σ−1(b)))((t)) → F℘(P ) = k((z − b))((t)) are again isomorphisms of
differential fields (they map z − ζnσ−1σ−1(b) to ζ−nσ(z − b)). The Γ-orbit of such a point
z = b then consists of all points of the form z = ζnσσ(b) for σ ∈ Γ. We will show later that
there exist elements b ∈ k such that this orbit consists of |Γ| points.
Theorem 2.4. Let n ∈ N.
a) Assume that for each P ∈ P, a matrix AP ∈ F n×nP is given together with a fundamental
solution matrix YP ∈ GLn(F℘(P )). Let GP = Gal∂YP (RP/FP ) ≤ GLn,K be the differ-
ential Galois group of the Picard-Vessiot ring RP = FP [YP , Y
−1
P ] for AP (see Propo-
sition 1.1). Then there exists a matrix A ∈ F n×n and a fundamental solution matrix
Y ∈ GLn(FU) for A such that the Picard-Vessiot ring R = F [Y, Y −1] over F has the
following property: Its differential Galois group equals the Zariski closure of the group
generated by the various subgroups GP of GLn,K; i.e. Gal∂Y (R/F ) = ¯< GP | P ∈ P >.
b) Assume that moreover a finite group Γ acts on the differential patching data (P,B, U)
and assume that σ(YPσ) = YP in GLn(F℘(P )) for each P ∈ P and each σ ∈ Γ. Then
the fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(FU) can be chosen such that its entries are
Γ-invariant.
Proof. Simultaneous factorization (Theorem 2.1.a) implies that there exists a matrix Y ∈
GLn(FU ) and matrices BP ∈ GLn(FP ) for each P ∈ P such that YP = B−1P · Y when viewed
inside GLn(F℘(P )) for each P ∈ P. We set A = ∂(Y )Y −1 ∈ F n×nU . For each P ∈ P, we
compute inside F n×n℘(P ), viewing FU and FP as subfields of F℘(P ):
A = ∂(Y )Y −1
= ∂(BPYP )Y
−1
P B
−1
P
= ∂(BP )B
−1
P +BPAPB
−1
P ∈ F n×nP ,
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using that YP is a fundamental solution matrix for AP . The intersection property (Theorem
2.1.b) implies that all entries of A are contained in F . By Proposition 1.1, R = F [Y, Y −1] ⊆
FU is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A ∈ F n×n over F . Set G = Gal∂Y (R/F ) ≤ GLn,K .
We first show that GP ≤ G for all P ∈ P. Note that RP = FP [YP , Y −1P ] = FP [Y, Y −1] =
FPR (the compositum is taken inside F℘(P )) for all P ∈ P since YP = B−1P · Y . Hence
GP = Gal∂YP (RP/FP ) = Gal∂Y (RP/FP ) ≤ Gal∂Y (R/F ) = G
by Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7. We now let H ≤ G be the Zariski closure of < GP | P ∈ P >
in GLn. We claim that G = H. Let H ≤ Aut∂(R/F ) be the inverse image of H ≤ G under
the isomorphism ΨY : Aut
∂(R/F ) → G (Proposition 1.3). By the Galois correspondence,
it suffices to show that EH = F , where E = Frac(R). Suppose there exists an element
a/b ∈ EH r F for some a, b ∈ R. Note that a/b ∈ E ⊆ FU ⊆ F℘ for all ℘ ∈ B. The
intersection property implies that there exists a P ∈ P with a/b ∈ F℘(P ) r FP . On the
other hand, GP ≤ H, hence Aut∂(RP/FP ) ≤ H . Indeed, Aut∂(RP/FP ) can be identified
with a subgroup scheme of Aut∂(R/F ) via restriction and ΨY : Aut
∂(R/F )→ G maps this
subgroup scheme to Gal∂Y (RP/FP ) = GP ≤ H = ΨY (H). We conclude that a/b is an element
of Frac(R) ⊆ Frac(RP ) that is invariant under Aut∂(RP/FP ). The Galois correspondence
applied to the Picard-Vessiot ring RP/FP implies that a/b is contained in FP , a contradic-
tion. This proves part (a).
To prove part (b), it suffices to show that there exists a B ∈ GLn(F ) such that B−1Y ∈
GLn(F
Γ
U ), since then Gal
∂
Y (R/F ) = Gal
∂
B−1Y (R/F ) by Lemma 1.6.
We first claim that for each σ ∈ Γ, Y σ(Y )−1 ∈ GLn(FU) has entries in F . Let σ ∈ Γ.
By the intersection property, it suffices to show that Y σ(Y )−1 ∈ GLn(FP ) when viewed
as an element in GLn(F℘(P )) for each P ∈ P. Let P ∈ P and set Q = P σ ∈ P. By
assumption, there is a differential isomorphism σ : F℘(Q) → F℘(P ) restricting to σ : FQ →
FP and restricting to σ : FU → FU . In GLn(F℘(Q)), we have Y = BQYQ, with notation
as in the proof of part (a); hence σ(Y ) = σ(BQ)σ(YQ) = σ(BQ)σ(YPσ) = σ(BQ)YP in
GLn(F℘(P )). On the other hand, Y = BPYP and we compute inside GLn(F℘(P )): Y σ(Y )
−1 =
BPYP (σ(BQ)YP )
−1 = BPσ(BQ)
−1 ∈ GLn(FP ), proving the claim.
Therefore, we obtain a 1-cocycle χ : Γ → GLn(F ), σ 7→ Y σ(Y )−1. By Hilbert’s Theo-
rem 90, H1(Γ,GLn(F )) is trivial, hence there exists a B ∈ GLn(F ) such that for all σ ∈ Γ:
Y σ(Y )−1 = Bσ(B)−1. This implies that B−1Y ∈ GLn(FU) is Γ-invariant as we wanted to
show. 
Note that part (b) of the above theorem enables us to use Lemma 1.11 and hence to obtain
Galois descent.
Example 2.5.
(1) In this example, we apply Theorem 2.4 to show that SL2 is a differential Galois group
over F = R((t))(x) (with derivation ∂ = ∂/∂x). Let G1,G2 ≤ SL2 be the subgroups of upper
and lower unitary triangular matrices in SL2. Let P1, P2 be the closed points x = 1 and x = 2
on P1R and consider the patching data (P,B, U) induced by P = {P1, P2}. Then for j = 1, 2,
FPj = R((x− j, t)) and F℘(Pj) = R((x− j))((t)); and FU = Frac(R[(x− 1)−1, (x− 2)−1][[t]]).
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Set aj = −t(x − j)−1(x − j − t)−1 ∈ F ⊆ FPj for j = 1, 2. Also write AP1 =
(
0 a1
0 0
)
,
AP2 =
(
0 0
a2 0
)
and YP1 =
(
1 y1
0 1
)
, YP2 =
(
1 0
y2 1
)
, with yj =
∞∑
r=1
1
r(x−j)r
tr ∈ FU ⊆ F℘(Pj)
for j = 1, 2. Then ∂(YP ) = APYP for both points P ∈ P, and RP = FP [YP , Y −1P ] is a
Picard-Vessiot ring for AP over FP . It is easy to see that yj is transcendental over FPj and
to deduce that Gal∂YPj
(RPj/FPj ) = Gj in GL2 for j = 1, 2 (use Example 1.4). Theorem 2.4(a)
now implies that there exists an A ∈ F 2×2 and a Y ∈ GL2(FU) such that the Picard-Vessiot
ring R = F [Y, Y −1] for A over F has differential Galois group Gal∂Y (R/F ) =
¯〈G1,G2〉 = SL2.
(2) As another example, let us consider SO2 in its two-dimensional representation{(
a b
−b a
)
| a2 + b2 = 1
}
over R. We realize SO2 as a differential Galois group over R((t))(x) by using patching over
F = C((t))(x) (with derivation ∂ = ∂/∂x on both fields). Consider the isomorphism over C
ψ : Gm → SO2, λ 7→ 1
2
(
λ+ λ−1 i(−λ + λ−1)
i(λ− λ−1) λ+ λ−1
)
.
Let P1, P2 be the closed points x = i and x = −i on P1C and consider the patching data
(P,B, U) induced by P = {P1, P2}. Then FP = C((x± i, t)) and F℘(P ) = C((x± i))((t)) for
P = P1, P2, respectively, and FU = Frac(C[(x− i)−1, (x+ i)−1][[t]]). Note that Γ = Gal(C/R)
acts on F and on FU via differential automorphisms and the non-trivial element σ ∈ Γ induces
∂-isomorphisms FP1 → FP2 and F℘(P1) → F℘(P2). Therefore, Γ acts on the differential
patching data (P,B, U). Set y = e tx−i ∈ FU and YP1 = ψ(y) ∈ GL2(FU) ≤ GL2(F℘(P1)).
Note that RP1 = FP1 [YP1, Y
−1
P1
] = FP1 [y, y
−1] is a Picard-Vessiot ring over FP1 for the one-
dimensional equation ∂(y) = −t
(x−i)2
y. It can be shown that AP1 := ∂(YP1)Y
−1
P1
∈ R2×2P1 is
contained in F 2×2P1 . Thus RP1 ⊆ F℘(P1) is also a Picard-Vessiot ring for AP1 over FP1. Set
YP2 = σ(YP1). Then AP2 := ∂(YP2)Y
−1
P2
= σ(AP1) ∈ F 2×2P2 , and RP2 = FP2 [YP2, Y −1P2 ] is a
Picard-Vessiot ring for AP2 over FP2. It is easy to see that y is transcendental over FP1
hence Gal∂y(RP1/FP1) = Gm,C and thus Gal
∂
YP1
(RP1/FP1) = ψ(Gm,C) = (SO2)C. Similarly,
Gal∂YP2
(RP2/FP2) = (SO2)C. Theorem 2.4(a) implies that there exists an A ∈ F 2×2 with
fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GL2(FU ) and Picard-Vessiot ring R = F [Y, Y −1] such
that Gal∂Y (R/C((t))(x)) = (SO2)C. By Theorem 2.4(b), we can moreover assume that Y is
Γ-invariant. Lemma 1.11 then implies that R0 := R((t))(x)[Y, Y
−1] is a Picard-Vessiot ring
over R((t))(x) with Gal∂Y (R0/R((t))(x)) = SO2.
(3) Let T ≤ GLn be a one-dimensional torus defined over Q((t)) that splits over the finite
extension Q((t))(
√
t) = Q((s)) with s :=
√
t, i.e., there is an isomorphism ψ : Gm → T
defined over Q((s)). Set K = Q((s)) and F = K(x) with derivation ∂ = ∂/∂x. Then
K/Q((t)) is Galois with Galois group Γ ∼= C2 and F/Q((t))(x) is also Galois with Galois
group Γ. Let σ ∈ Γ be the non-trivial automorphism. Consider the change of variables
z = x/s ∈ F . Then F = K(z) with ∂(z) = 1/s and σ(z) = −z. Let P1, P2 be the
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closed points z = 1 and z = −1 on the z-line P1Q and consider the patching data (P,B, U)
induced by P = {P1, P2}. Then FP = Q((z ± 1, s)) and F℘(P ) = Q((z ± 1))((s)) for
P = P1, P2, respectively, and FU = Frac(Q[(z−1)−1, (z+1)−1][[s]]). As explained in Example
2.3(b), Γ acts on F and on FU via differential automorphisms and σ induces ∂-isomorphisms
FP1 → FP2 and F℘(P1) → F℘(P2). Therefore, Γ acts on the differential patching data (P,B, U)
permuting P1 and P2. We set y = e
s
z−1 ∈ F℘(P1) which is transcendental over FP1. Note
that ∂(y)y−1 = 1
s
· −s
(z−1)2
∈ FP1 , since ∂(z) = 1/s. We define YP1 = ψ(y) ∈ T (F℘(P1)) and
YP2 = σ(YP1) ∈ T (F℘(P2)) and proceed as in the previous example. Eventually, we obtain
an A ∈ F n×n with fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(FU) and Picard-Vessiot ring
R = F [Y, Y −1] such that Gal∂Y (R/Q((s))(x)) = TK and moreover R0 = Q((t))(x)[Y, Y
−1] is
a Picard-Vessiot ring over Q((t))(x) with Gal∂Y (R0/Q((t))(x)) = T .
3. Constructing extensions
3.1. Linearizations. In this subsection, K denotes a field of characteristic zero. We begin
by showing that every linear algebraic group admits a finite set of “simple” generating
subgroups, after passing to a finite field extension.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over K. Then there exists a
finite extension L/K and finitely many closed subgroups G1, . . . ,Gr ≤ GL such that GL is
generated by G1, . . . ,Gm and such that each Gi is isomorphic (over L) to either Ga or Gm or
a finite (constant) cyclic group.
Proof. It suffices to show this for L replaced by an algebraic closure K¯ of K. By the theorem
of Borel-Serre [BS64, Lemme 5.11], GK¯ is generated by its identity component together with
some finite group H ≤ GK¯ . Clearly, H is generated by finitely many finite constant cyclic
subgroups (defined over K¯). We may thus assume that GK¯ is connected.
Theorem 6.4.5 in [Spr09] implies that GK¯ is generated by the centralizers of finitely many
maximal tori T ≤ GK¯ . Such a centralizer C(T ) is a connected closed subgroup of GK¯ and it
is nilpotent with maximal torus T ([Spr09, Prop. 6.4.2]). Let Cu denote the set of unipotent
elements in C(T ) (which is a closed, connected subgroup). Then C = TCu. Now T is
isomorphic to a direct product of copies of Gm (over K¯) and is thus generated by finitely
many subgroups that are isomorphic to Gm.
It remains to show that Cu is generated by finitely many subgroups that are isomorphic
to Ga. For x ∈ Cu(K¯), let G(x) ≤ Cu denote the Zariski closure of the subgroup generated
by x. For each x 6= 1, G(x) is an infinite, closed, abelian, unipotent and thus also connected
subgroup of Cu (defined over K¯). Since Cu is finite dimensional, there exist finitely many
elements x ∈ Cu(K¯) such that the finitely many subgroups G(x) generate Cu. Now each of
the groups G(x) is isomorphic to Gma by [Spr09, Lemma 3.4.7.c] for some m ∈ N. Actually,
m = 1 since Gma does not contain a dense cyclic subgroup for m ≥ 2. 
In order to construct Picard-Vessiot rings whose differential Galois groups are given sub-
groups of GLn that are isomorphic to Ga, Gm, or a finite cyclic group, we use the following
statement that allows us to modify the representation of the differential Galois group. It is
based on standard Tannakian arguments.
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Proposition 3.2. Let R be a Picard-Vessiot ring over a differential field F with field of
constants K, and let G be its differential Galois group. Suppose that ρ : G → GLn,K is
any linear representation. Then there exists a Picard-Vessiot ring R′ ⊆ R over F and a
fundamental solution matrix Y ′ ∈ GLn(R′) such that Gal∂Y ′(R′/F ) = ρ(G). If moreover ρ is
faithful, then R′ = R.
Proof. Consider the differential equation associated to R and let M be the corresponding
differential module over F ([vdPS03], discussion preceding Lemma 1.7). Let {{M}} be the
full subcategory of the category of differential modules over F generated by M (i.e., {{M}}
is the smallest full subcategory that contains M and is closed under subquotients, finite
direct sums, tensor products, and duals). Further, let ReprG denote the category of finite
dimensional K-representations of G. The Picard-Vessiot extension R determines an equiva-
lence of symmetric tensor categories S : {{M}} → ReprG by [AM05], Theorem 4.10. Here,
for an object N in {{M}}, S(N) is the solution space ker(∂,R ⊗F N) with G-action in-
duced by the action of G on R, and trivial on N . Since R is a Picard-Vessiot ring for M ,
dimK(S(N)) = dimF (N) for all N ; hence there exists a fundamental solution matrix YN over
R generating a Picard-Vessiot ring RN ≤ R, and the induced morphism G→ Gal∂YN (RN/F )
is equivalent to S(N). Applying this to an object M ′ in {{M}} such that S(M ′) is equivalent
to the given representation ρ yields the first claim. If ρ is faithful then the fraction fields of R′
and R are equal by the Galois correspondence. Since a Picard-Vessiot ring is characterized
as the set of differentially finite elements in a Picard-Vessiot extension (see Proposition 1.2),
this implies R′ = R. 
3.2. Building blocks. As before, we fix a field k of characteristic zero. Next, we construct
explicit extensions with differential Galois group Ga, Gm and cyclic group Cr of order r, via
the following lemmas. For the Ga case, we have:
Lemma 3.3. Let c ∈ k((t))× and consider the derivation ∂ = c ∂
∂x
on the fields k((x, t)) ⊆
k((x))((t)). Set y = − log(1 − t/x) := ∑∞r=1 x−rtr/r ∈ k((x))((t)). Then R = k((x, t))[y]
is a Picard-Vessiot ring over k((x, t)) with fundamental solution matrix Y =
(
1 y
0 1
)
, and
Gal∂Y (R/k((x, t))) is the image of Ga in its two-dimensional representation
(
1 ∗
0 1
)
.
Proof. Note that y satisfies the differential equation ∂(y) = c
x
· 1
1−x/t
∈ k((x, t)), hence
R ⊆ k((x))((t)) is a Picard-Vessiot ring over k((x, t)) with Gal∂Y (R/k((x, t))) ≤ Ga in its two-
dimensional representation (see Example 1.4). To see that this containment is an equality, it
suffices to show that the differential Galois group is nontrivial. By the Galois correspondence,
this is equivalent to showing that y does not lie in k((x, t)). We will show by contradiction
that y does not even lie in the overfield K((x)) of k((x, t)) (where K = k((t)) as above).
If y =
∑∞
i=m aix
i with ai ∈ K, then
∂(y) =
∞∑
i=m
iaix
i−1.
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Here there is no term of degree −1. But the term of lowest degree in
c
x
· 1
1− x/t = cx
−1
(
1 + x/t + x2/t2 + · · · )
has degree −1. Thus ∂(y) cannot equal c
x
· 1
1−x/t
, and this is a contradiction. 
To treat the Gm case, we first show a generalization of Theorem 2.4 in [Vo¨l96] (where k
was assumed algebraically closed).
Lemma 3.4. Let κ be a field of characteristic zero, let K = κ((π)), and let L be a finite
field extension of K. Then there is a finite field extension κ′ of κ and a positive integer e
such that L is contained in the field extension κ′((π))(π1/e) = κ′((π1/e)) of K.
Proof. After replacing L by its Galois closure over K, we may assume that L/K is Galois.
Let K¯ be an algebraic closure of K that contains L.
Let R = κ[[π]], let S be the integral closure of R in L, and let e be the ramification index
of S over the prime πR of R. The residue field of R′ = R[π1/e] is again κ. Let S ′ be the
integral closure of the compositum of R′ and S inside K¯. Thus R′ and S ′ are each complete
discrete valuation rings, and S ′ is finite over R′. Let κ′ be the residue field of S ′.
By Abhyankar’s Lemma ([Gro71], Lemme X.3.6), S ′ is unramified over the prime π1/eR′
of R′. Thus the degree of S ′ over R′ is equal to the degree d of the residue field extension
κ′/κ. Hence the inclusion κ′[[π1/e]] →֒ S ′ is an isomorphism, each ring being a degree d
integrally closed extension of R′. It follows that S is contained in κ′[[π1/e]] and thus that L
is contained in κ′((π))(π1/e) as asserted. 
Lemma 3.5. Let c ∈ k((t))× and consider the derivation ∂ = c ∂
∂x
on the fields k((x, t)) ⊆
k((x))((t)). Let y = exp(t/x) :=
∑∞
r=0 x
−rtr/r! ∈ k((x))((t)). Then R = k((x, t))[y, y−1] is
a Picard-Vessiot ring over k((x, t)) with Gal∂y(R/k((x, t))) = Gm.
Proof. Note that y satisfies the differential equation ∂(y) = −ctx−2y over k((x, t)), hence
R ⊆ k((x))((t)) is a Picard-Vessiot ring for the one-by-one matrix A = −ctx−2 by Proposition
1.1 and Gal∂y(R/k((x, t))) ≤ GL1 = Gm. To see that this containment is an equality, it
suffices by the Galois correspondence to show that y is transcendental over k((x, t)) (since the
proper closed subgroups of the multiplicative group are finite). We will show by contradiction
that no finite extension of the differential field extension k((t))((x)) of k((x, t)) contains an
element y that satisfies ∂(y) = −ctx−2y. (This is sufficient since derivations extend uniquely
to finite extensions.)
Suppose there is a finite extension L/k((t))((x)) containing such a y. Applying Lemma 3.4
with κ = k((t)), we obtain a finite field extension κ′ of κ and a positive integer e such that
L is contained in κ′((z)), where ze = x.
We consider k((t))((x)) as a differential field with respect to ∂ = c ∂/∂x. This derivation
has a unique extension to a derivation on κ′((z)) with constant field κ′, given by ∂(z) =
cz1−e/e.
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Since y ∈ κ′((z)), we may write y = ∑∞i=m aizi, where each ai ∈ κ′ and am 6= 0. Now
∂(zi) = izi−1∂(z) = ci
e
zi−e, and so
∂(y) =
∞∑
i=m
iaic
e
zi−e.
The coefficient of zj in this expression vanishes for j < m−e, and in particular for j = m−2e.
Meanwhile, the coefficient of zm−2e in −ctx−2y = −ctz−2ey is −ctam, which is non-zero. Thus
∂(y) cannot equal −ctx−2y. This is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.6. Let r be a positive integer, and assume that k contains a primitive r-th root of
unity. Then y := x
(
1−x−1t)1/r is contained in k((x))((t)) and R = k((x, t))[y] ⊆ k((x))((t))
is a Picard-Vessiot ring over k((x, t)) with Gal∂y(R/k((x, t))) = Cr in its one-dimensional
representation.
Proof. First note that the element y/x =
(
1 − x−1t)1/r lies in the subring k[x−1][[t]] of
k((x))((t)) because it is a power series in x−1t, hence y ∈ k((x))((t)).
Now yr lies in k[[x, t]]. We claim that r is minimal for this property. To show this, let m
be minimal such that ym ∈ k[[x, t]]. Then m divides r; let d = r/m. Thus yr = xr − xr−1t
is a d-th power of some element f in k[[x, t]]. Since f d = xr − xr−1t, it follows that f has
no term of total degree less than m; and among its terms of total degree m there is a non-
vanishing xm term as well as some xitj term with i + j = m and j > 0. Let j be maximal
for this property. Then xr − xr−1t = f d has a non-vanishing xidtjd term. Hence i = r − 1
and j = d = 1. Thus r = m, as claimed.
Since k contains a primitive r-th root of unity, it then follows from Kummer theory that
k((x, t))(y) is a cyclic extension of k((x, t)) of degree r. The derivation ∂ extends uniquely
to R = k((x, t))(y) = k((x, t))[y], and y satisfies the differential equation ∂(y) = ay for
a := ∂(y)/y = ∂(yr)/(ryr) ∈ k((x, t)). Hence R is a Picard-Vessiot ring over k((x, t)) by
Proposition 1.1, and Gal∂y(R/k((x, t))) = Cr. 
Proposition 3.7. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let P be a k-point of the affine
x-line A1k ⊂ P1k, and let FP and F℘(P ) be as defined in Section 2. Endow these fields with
the derivation c ∂
∂x
for some c ∈ k((t))×. Suppose that G ⊆ GLn is a linear algebraic group
over K = k((t)) that is K-isomorphic to Gm, Ga, or Cr where r is such that k contains
a primitive r-th root of unity. Then there exist a matrix A ∈ F n×nP , a Picard-Vessiot ring
R/FP for A that is contained in F℘(P ), and a fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(R) for
A, such that Gal∂Y (R/FP ) = G.
Proof. After a change of variables, we may assume that P is the point of P1k where x = 0. We
then have inclusions FP = k((x, t)) ⊂ F℘(P ) = k((x))((t)). By Lemma 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6, there
exists a Picard-Vessiot ring over FP contained in F℘(P ) with differential Galois group Gm,
Ga, or Cr as in the statement, respectively. The result then follows from Proposition 3.2. 
4. The differential inverse Galois problem
In this section, we solve the inverse problem over function fields over k((t)), where as
before k is any field of characteristic zero. We begin by making the following
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Definition 4.1. Let F be a differential field with field of constants K. We say that a linear
algebraic group G defined over K is a differential Galois group over F if there exists a
Picard-Vessiot ring R/F with Galois group K-isomorphic to G.
Note that if G is a differential Galois group over F , this also implies that every faithful
representation G ≤ GLn of G arises as a differential Galois group over F by Proposition 3.2;
namely, there exists a Y ∈ GLn(R) such that Gal∂Y (R/F ) = G.
We next note that in order to solve the inverse problem, we may modify the derivation.
Lemma 4.2. Let F be a field, and let ∂ and ∂′ be derivations on F such that there is an
a ∈ F× with ∂′ = a∂. Let G ≤ GLn be a linear algebraic group over CF , and suppose that
G is a differential Galois group over (F, ∂). Then G is also a differential Galois group over
(F, ∂′).
Proof. By assumption, there exists a matrix A ∈ F n×n with Picard-Vessiot ring R over
(F, ∂) and fundamental solution matrix Y ∈ GLn(R) such that Gal∂Y (R/F ) = G in the given
representation G ≤ GLn. Then ∂′ = a∂ extends to a derivation on R with ∂′(Y ) = aAY .
By Proposition 1.1, R is a Picard-Vessiot ring over (F, ∂′) for the matrix aA with funda-
mental solution matrix Y . Note that Aut∂
′
(R/F ) = Aut∂(R/F ) and thus Gal∂
′
Y (R/F ) =
Gal∂Y (R/F ) = G. 
4.1. The inverse problem over k((t))(x). As before, k denotes a field of characteristic
zero. In this section, we show that every linear algebraic group over k((t)) is a differential Ga-
lois group over the rational function field k((t))(x), equipped with any nontrivial derivation
with field of constants k((t)).
Lemma 4.3. Let k0 ≤ k such that k/k0 is a finite Galois extension of degree d. Assume
further that k contains a primitive e-th root of unity ζ for some e ∈ N. Then there exist
infinitely many elements a ∈ k such that there are d·e distinct elements among the Gal(k/k0)-
conjugates of a, ζa, . . . , ζe−1a.
Proof. We may assume that d > 1. Since k/k0 is separable, there exists some primitive
element b ∈ k. Thus there are exactly d conjugates of b. For any c ∈ k0, consider the
Gal(k/k0)-conjugates of ζ
i(c + b) for 0 ≤ i < e. If the number of conjugates is less than
d · e, then there exists a non-trivial σ ∈ Gal(k/k0) such that ζ i(c + b) = σ(ζj(c + b)) for
some 0 ≤ i ≤ j < e. Note that ζ i 6= σ(ζj), since σ(c) = c and σ(b) 6= b. Hence there exists
0 < l < e with ζ
i
σ(ζj)
= ζ l. We obtain c(ζ l − 1) = σ(b) − ζ l · b, hence c is contained in the
finite set S = {σ(b)−ζl·b
ζl−1
| 0 < l < e, 1 6= σ ∈ Gal(k/k0)} ⊆ k. Therefore, almost all choices of
c yield an element a = c+ b with the desired property. 
Suppose that k/k0 is a finite Galois extension of degree d and that k contains a primitive
e-th root of unity, for a positive integer e. Consider the Laurent series field extension
k((t))/k0((t0)) with t0 := t
e. Define Γ = Gal(k((t))/k0((t0))). Recall from Example 2.3(a)
that Γ has order d · e, and it is a semi-direct product of the cyclic group Gal(k((t))/k((t0)))
of order e with the group Gal(k/k0). The action of Γ on K = k((t)) over K0 = k0((t0))
extends to an action of F = K(x) over K0(x) by taking x to x. Consider the variable change
z = x/t.
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Lemma 4.4. In the above setup, consider the induced action of Γ on the z-line P1k (as ex-
plained in Example 2.3(b)). Then for any positive integer r, there exist r k-points P1, . . . , Pr ∈
A1k ⊂ P1k whose orbits P Γ1 , . . . P Γr are disjoint and are each of order |Γ|.
Proof. For each σ ∈ Γ, there exists an integer 0 ≤ nσ ≤ e − 1 with σ(t) = ζnσt and thus
σ(z) = ζ−nσz. Recall from Example 2.3(b) that if σ ∈ Γ and P ∈ P is the k-point z = b,
then P σ
−1
is the point z = ζnσσ(b).
We apply Lemma 4.3 and obtain an a1 ∈ k such that there are d · e distinct elements
among the Gal(k/k0)-conjugates of ζ
ia1 (0 ≤ i ≤ e− 1). Let P1 be the point z = a1. Then
P Γ1 consists of the points z = ζ
nσσ(a1). We claim that these |Γ| = de points are distinct. It
suffices to check that
{ζnσσ(a1) | σ ∈ Γ} = {τ(ζ ia1) | 0 ≤ i < e, τ ∈ Gal(k/k0)}.
Given an element τ(ζ ia1) in the right hand side, let ψ be the element of Gal
(
k((t))/k0((t))
) ≤
Γ that lifts τ ∈ Gal(k/k0). Thus nψ = 0. Since τ(ζ i) is an e-th root of unity, there is an
element π in the cyclic group Gal
(
k((t))/k((t0))
)
with ζnpi = τ(ζ i). Define σ = π ◦ ψ ∈ Γ.
As nψ = 0, ζ
nσ = ζnpi = τ(ζ i). Therefore ζnσσ(a1) = τ(ζ
ia1), and the claim follows.
To find a second point P2, we apply Lemma 4.3 to obtain an element a2 ∈ k with the same
property and such that a2 is not contained in the finite set of Gal(k/k0)-conjugates of ζ
ia1.
Therefore, P2 /∈ P Γ1 . Thus P Γ1 and P Γ2 are disjoint orbits of order |Γ|. By induction, we get
points P1, . . . , Pr as asserted. 
Theorem 4.5. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, let K = k((t)), and let F be a rational
function field of transcendence degree one over K. Let ∂ be a non-trivial derivation on F
with field of constants K. Then every linear algebraic group defined over K is a differential
Galois group over F .
Proof. In order to make the notation in the proof consistent with the notation used in
Section 2, we rename our base field as follows: We consider the rational function field F0 =
K0(x) over K0 = k0((t0)), the field of formal Laurent series over a field k0 of characteristic
zero. By Lemma 4.2 we may assume without loss of generality that the derivation ∂ on F0
satisfies ∂(x) = 1, with CF0 = K0 (hence ∂ = ∂/∂x).
Let G ≤ GLn be a linear algebraic group defined over K0. We will show that there exists
a differential equation A ∈ F n×n0 with a Picard-Vessiot ring R and fundamental solution
matrix Y such that Gal∂Y (R/F0) = G.
By Proposition 3.1, there exists a finite extension K/K0 and finitely many K-subgroups
G1, . . . ,Gr ≤ GK that generate GK and such that each Gi is either a finite cyclic group or is
K-isomorphic to either Gm or Ga. After enlarging K, we may assume it contains a primitive
m-th root of unity for each m that is the order of one of the finite cyclic groups among
G1, . . . ,Gr. We may further assume that K = k((t)) for a finite Galois extension k/k0 and an
e-th root t of t0 for some e ∈ N, by Lemma 3.4. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that k contains a primitive e-th root of unity ζ . Then K/K0 is a finite Galois extension (see
Example 2.3) and we set Γ = Gal(K/K0).
We first construct a Picard-Vessiot ring over F = K(x) with Galois group GK , using
patching. Let z = x/t. By Lemma 4.4, we can fix k-points P1, . . . , Pr on the affine z-
line A1k ⊂ P1k such that |P Γi | = |Γ| for all i and such that these orbits are disjoint. We set
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P = P Γ1 ∪· · ·∪P Γr . Let (P,B, U) be the corresponding differential patching data as explained
in the beginning of Section 2. As explained in Example 2.3(b), Γ acts on the differential
patching data (P,B, U) (see also Definition 2.2).
By Proposition 3.7 (with c = ∂(z) = t−1), we can now fix Picard-Vessiot rings RPj/FPj
for each j = 1, . . . , r with fundamental solution matrices YPj ∈ GLn(F℘(Pj)) such that
Gal∂YPj
(RPj/FPj) = Gj ≤ GK ≤ GLn,K . Now let P ∈ P be arbitrary. Then there exists
a unique σ ∈ Γ and a unique integer 1 ≤ j ≤ r such that P σ = Pj. Recall that there is a dif-
ferential isomorphism σ : F℘(Pj) → F℘(P ) restricting to σ : FPj → FP (see Definition 2.2 and
Example 2.3). Set YP = σ(YPj) ∈ GLn(F℘(P )) and RP = FP [YP , Y −1P ] = σ(RPj) ⊆ F℘(P ). We
define AP = ∂(YP )Y
−1
P . Note that AP = σ(APj ) ∈ GLn(FP ). Hence RP is a Picard-Vessiot
ring over FP for AP with fundamental solution matrix YP . Fix an extension of σ from K to
K¯. Then σ induces a differential isomorphism σ : RPj ⊗K K¯ → RP ⊗K K¯. Hence
Aut∂(RP/FP )(K¯) = σAut
∂(RPj/FPj)(K¯)σ
−1
and thus
Gal∂YP (RP/FP )(K¯) = Gal
∂
σ(YPj )
(σ(RPj)/σ(FPj ))(K¯)
= σ(Gal∂YPj
(RPj/FPj)(K¯))
= σ(Gj(K¯)).
We conclude by Remark 1.5 that Gal∂YP (RP/FP ) = Gσj , the linear algebraic group obtained
from Gj by applying σ to the defining equations.
Theorem 2.4 then yields a matrix A ∈ F n×n and a Picard-Vessiot ring R = F [Y, Y −1] for
A over F (Y ∈ GLn(FU) a fundamental solution matrix) such that
Gal∂Y (R/F ) =
¯< Gσj | 1 ≤ j ≤ r, σ ∈ Γ > = ¯< GσK | σ ∈ Γ > = GK .
Moreover, we constructed the fundamental solution matrices (YP )P∈P such that σ(YPσ) = YP
for all P ∈ P, σ ∈ Γ. Therefore, Theorem 2.4(b) asserts that we can assume that Y is Γ-
stable, which in turn implies that all entries of A are contained in F Γ = F0. Therefore, R0 :=
F0[Y, Y
−1] is a Picard-Vessiot ring for A over F0 with differential Galois group Gal
∂
Y (R0/F0) =
G ≤ GLn,K0 (via Lemma 1.11 with L = FU ). 
Proposition 4.6. The Picard-Vessiot ring R in Theorem 4.5 can be constructed such that
R ⊆ K((x)).
Proof. We switch to the notation as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, so we need to show that
R0 ⊆ K0((x)) = k0((t0))((x)). We refine the choice of P such that the point z = 0 is
not contained in P. Set m = |Γ| · r, where r is as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, and let
α1, . . . , αm ∈ k× such that P is the set of all points z = αi. Now R0 = F0[Y, Y −1] and
Y ∈ GLn(FU) is Γ-invariant. As all αi are non-zero,
FU = Frac([(z − α1)−1, . . . , (z − αm)−1][[t]]) ⊆ Frac(k[[z, t]]).
Moreover k[[z, t]] is contained in k((t))[[x]], as can be seen by replacing z by x/t in any power
series in k[[z, t]]. Thus Frac(k[[z, t]]) ⊆ Frac(k((t))[[x]]) = k((t))((x)). Hence FU can be
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regarded as a differential subfield of k((t))((x)); and it is easy to check that the embedding
FU ⊆ k((t))((x)) is Γ-equivariant. Therefore, all entries of Y lie in F ΓU ⊆ k((t))((x))Γ =
k0((t0))((x)) and the assertion follows. 
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.5, in conjunction with [Hru02], can be used to obtain a new proof of
the fact that every linear algebraic groupG over Q¯ is a differential Galois group over Q¯(x). (In
[Har05], the second author gave an earlier proof of this, which also handled the case of C(x)
for C an arbitrary algebraically closed field of characteristic zero). Namely, we may regard
G as defined over Q¯((t)); and then by Theorem 4.5, there is a Picard-Vessiot extension R of
Q¯((t))(x) with differential Galois group GQ¯((t)), for some matrix A ∈ Q¯((t))(x)n×n. This data
descends to some finitely generated Q¯-subalgebra D of Q¯((t)); and by [Hru02, Section V.1],
infinitely many specializations to closed points of Spec(D) yield the same differential Galois
group G. Since Q¯ is algebraically closed, these closed points are all Q¯-rational; and so G is
a differential Galois group over Q¯(x).
Remark 4.8. Theorem 4.5 in particular asserts that every finite e´tale group scheme G over
a characteristic zero Laurent series field K = k((t)) is a differential Galois group over K(x).
Equivalently, for each such G, there is a finite morphism of smooth connected projective
K-curves C → P1K , with a faithful action of G on C, such that the generic point of C is
a G-torsor over K(x). In the case that G is a finite constant group, this says that G is a
Galois group over K(x); and that was proven (in fact in arbitrary characteristic) in [Har87,
Theorem 2.3], using formal patching methods. In the case of finite e´tale group schemes G
that need not be constant, this was shown (again in arbitrary characteristic) in [MB01].
That paper in fact showed more, viz. that this holds if K is more generally a large field in
the sense of Pop ([Pop96]); and also that one fiber of the morphism C → P1K can be given
in advance; this extended results of Pop ([Pop96, Main Theorem A]) and Colliot-The´le`ne
([CT00, Theorem 1]) for finite constant groups.
4.2. Passage to finitely generated extensions. In this subsection, we prove our main
result (Theorem 4.14). This is a consequence of Theorem 4.5, together with the following
result (see Theorem 4.12): If F is any differential field of characteristic zero with the property
that every linear algebraic group defined over CF is a differential Galois group over F , then
every finitely generated extension L/F of differential fields with CL = CF also has this
property. To prove the latter, we first require some preparation.
Lemma 4.9. Let L/F be an extension of differential fields. If x1, . . . , xn ∈ CL are alge-
braically independent over CF , then they are algebraically independent over F .
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Assume that x1, . . . , xn ∈ CL are algebraically depen-
dent over F . Let r be the smallest positive integer such that there exists a polynomial
expression over F , vanishing on (x1, . . . , xn), with exactly r monomial terms. Let p be such
a polynomial. After dividing by an element in F×, we can assume that some coefficient
equals one. Differentiating the coefficients of p yields a polynomial with less than r mono-
mial terms that also vanishes on (x1, . . . , xn) and must be the zero polynomial by minimality
of p. Hence all coefficients of p are contained in CF , and thus x1, . . . , xn are algebraically
dependent over CF . 
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Lemma 4.10. Let F be a differential field, let R/F be a Picard-Vessiot ring and set G =
Aut∂(R/F ) and E = Frac(R). Let H1, . . . , Hr be closed subgroups of G (defined over CF )
and set H =
r⋂
i=1
Hi. Then
EH1 · · ·EHr = EH ⊆ E.
Proof. The compositum of EH1 , . . . , EHr is a differential subfield of E, so it equals EH˜ for
some closed subgroup H˜ of G, by the Galois correspondence. Then EHi ⊆ EH˜ , so H˜ ⊆ Hi
for all i, and thus H˜ ⊆ H . On the other hand, every element in the compositum is invariant
under H , hence H˜ ⊇ H . 
Lemma 4.11. Let F1, . . . , Fr be finite field extensions of a field F . Embed F into F1 ⊗F
· · ·⊗F Fr via 1 7→ 1⊗· · ·⊗1. Let V ⊆ F1⊗F · · ·⊗F Fr be an F -subspace of dimension d < r
with F ⊆ V . If 1 ≤ s ≤ r − d+ 1, then after relabeling the indices,
(F1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F Fs) ∩ V = F,
where the intersection is taken inside F1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F Fr.
Proof. Since F is contained in each Fi, the right hand side is contained in the left hand side.
For the other containment, it suffices to prove the assertion for s = r − d+ 1.
For each i ≤ r, fix an F -basis {vi,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ [Fi : F ]} of Fi with vi,1 = 1. We
use induction on r. If r = 2, then d = 1 and V = F , and the claim follows. Let r > 2. If
(F1⊗F · · ·⊗FFr)∩V = F , there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, fix an x ∈ (F1⊗F · · ·⊗FFr)∩V
that is not contained in F . Then we can write x as an F -linear combination of the elements
v1,j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vr,jr in a unique way. Since x /∈ F , this sum contains a term v1,j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vr,jr
with ji 6= 1 for some i. After relabeling the indices we may assume i = r, which implies
x /∈ F1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F Fr−1. Hence dimF ((F1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F Fr−1) ∩ V ) ≤ d− 1 and the claim follows
by induction. 
As before, let F be a differential field, and let G be a linear algebraic group defined over
K = CF . We now prove the above mentioned general result, using a strategy sometimes
called the Kovacic trick: Assume there is a Picard-Vessiot extension R over F with differ-
ential Galois group Gr. The idea is to show that R⊗F L must contain a Picard-Vessiot ring
over L with differential Galois group G if r is sufficiently large.
Theorem 4.12. Let F be a differential field of characteristic zero and write K = CF . Let
L/F be a differential field extension that is finitely generated over F with CL = K. Let G
be a linear algebraic group defined over K with the property that for every r ∈ N, Gr is a
differential Galois group over F . Then G is a differential Galois group over L.
Proof. Let L′ be the algebraic closure of F in L and let L′′ be the normal closure of L′ in F¯ .
Set d = [L′′ : F ] and m = trdeg(L/F ) + 1. Note that 1 ≤ d,m <∞.
First step: We show that there is a Picard-Vessiot ring R/F with differential Galois group
Aut∂(R/F ) isomorphic to G2m, and with the following property: If F ′ denotes the algebraic
closure of F in Frac(R), then (1) F ′ ⊗F L′ is a field in which (2) K is algebraically closed.
By assumption, there is a Picard-Vessiot ring R/F with differential Galois group G2m+2d.
We show that we can achieve (1) and (2) by replacing R with a suitable subring.
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Set E = Frac(R) and let Ei be the fixed field E
G×···×G×1×G×···×G (omitting the i-th factor)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m + 2d. Thus CE = CEi = K. Since G × · · · × G × 1 × G × · · · × G is
a normal subgroup of G2m+2d, the Galois correspondence implies that Ei = Frac(Ri) for a
Picard-Vessiot ring Ri/F with differential Galois group Aut
∂(Ri/F ) ∼= G for each i.
We let F ′ ⊆ E be the algebraic closure of F in E and similarly let F ′i ⊆ Ei the algebraic clo-
sure of F in Ei. Then Lemma 1.10 implies F
′ = EG
0×···×G0 and F ′i = E
G×···×G×G0×G×···×G. By
Lemma 4.10, the compositum F ′1 · · ·F ′2m+2d equals EG0×···×G0 = F ′. Again by Lemma 1.10,
[F ′ : F ] = |G(K¯)/G0(K¯)|2m+2d and [F ′i : F ] = |G(K¯)/G0(K¯)| for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m+ 2d. A
dimension count yields
F ′ ∼= F ′1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F F ′2m+2d.
Let V = F ′ ∩ L′′. Thus dim(V ) ≤ dim(L′′) = d. An application of Lemma 4.11 yields
(F ′1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F F ′2m+d) ∩ L′′ = F , possibly after renumbering the indices.
We now change notation: we replace E by E1×···×1×G×···×G (with d copies ofG on the right);
we replace R with the unique Picard-Vessiot ring in E1×···×1×G×···×G (hence Aut∂(R/F ) ∼=
G2m+d); and we replace F ′ by the algebraic closure F ′1⊗F · · ·⊗F F ′2m+d of F in E1×···1×G×···×G.
(Note that this tensor product is indeed equal to the relative algebraic closure, since both
have the same degree over F by Lemma 1.10 and since the former field extension is contained
in the latter.) We similarly replace Ei and Ri. In this new situation, F
′ ∩L′′ = F . As L′′/F
is a finite Galois extension, F ′ ∩ L′′ = F implies that F ′ ⊗F L′′ is a field. In particular,
F ′ ⊗F L′ is a field which proves (1) for this choice of R.
To establish (2), let K ′ be the algebraic closure of K in the field F ′ ⊗F L′. Thus K ′ =
CF ′⊗FL′ . Moreover, K
′ and F ′ are linearly disjoint over K, since K ′/K is algebraic whereas
K is algebraically closed in F ′ (using CF ′ ⊆ CE = K). Hence a K-basis of K ′ is linearly
independent over F ′. Therefore, [K ′ : K] = [F ′K ′ : F ′] ≤ [F ′ ⊗F L′ : F ′] = [L′ : F ] ≤ d
and thus [K ′L′ : L′] ≤ d, where all composita are taken inside F ′ ⊗F L′. Recall that
F ′ ∼= F ′1 ⊗F · · · ⊗F F ′2m+d, hence
F ′ ⊗F L′ ∼= (F ′1 ⊗F L′)⊗L′ · · · ⊗L′ (F ′2m+d ⊗F L′).
Since the L′-vector space V = L′K ′ has dimension at most d, by Lemma 4.11 we can relabel
the indices such that
(F ′1 ⊗F L′)⊗L′ · · · ⊗L′ (F ′2m ⊗F L′) ∩ L′K ′ = L′.
In particular (F ′1⊗F L′)⊗L′ · · · ⊗L′ (F ′2m⊗F L′)∩K ′ = L′ ∩K ′ = K, where the last equality
uses that CL = K.
We again change notation, replacing E by E1×···×1×G×···×G (with d copies of G on the right)
and replacing R, F ′, Ei, and Ri correspondingly as above. In this new notation, we obtain
that F ′ ⊗F L′ is a field in which K is algebraically closed. Note that Aut∂(R/F ) ∼= G2m for
this new R.
Second step: We claim that if R is as constructed in the first step and E = Frac(R), then
E ⊗F L is an integral domain and K is algebraically closed in E˜ = Frac(E ⊗F L).
As E/F ′ and L/L′ are regular, both E⊗F ′ (F ′⊗F L′) and (F ′⊗F L′)⊗L′ L are regular over
F ′ ⊗F L′. Therefore, their tensor product over F ′ ⊗F L′ is regular over F ′ ⊗F L′ ([Bou90,
Proposition V.17.3b]). But this tensor product is isomorphic to E ⊗F L, and we conclude
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that E⊗F L is a regular (F ′⊗F L′)-algebra. In particular, E⊗F L is an integral domain and
its fraction field E˜ is a regular extension of the field F ′⊗F L′ ([Bou90, Proposition V.17.4]).
Recall that K is algebraically closed in the field F ′⊗F L′ (by the first step). But F ′⊗F L′ is
algebraically closed in E˜, as E˜ is regular over F ′⊗F L′. We conclude that K is algebraically
closed in E˜ which completes the second step.
Third step: With notation as above, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m we define R˜i = Ri⊗FL; this is an integral
domain, being contained in E˜. We also let E˜i = Frac(R˜i). Thus E˜i is the compositum of Ei
and L inside E˜. We claim that CE˜i = K for some i.
Suppose to the contrary that CE˜i strictly contains K for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m. Then for each
i, E˜i contains a constant that is transcendental over K (since K is algebraically closed in
E˜i ⊆ E˜ by the second step) and thus transcendental over L (by Lemma 4.9, using CL = K).
Therefore, trdeg(CE˜iL/L) ≥ 1 for all i and thus
trdeg(E˜i/CE˜iL) ≤ trdeg(E˜i/L)− 1 ≤ trdeg(Ei/F )− 1 = dim(G)− 1,
where the last equality follows from the fact that Ri/F is a Picard-Vessiot ring with dif-
ferential Galois group G. Base change from CE˜iL to CE˜L then yields trdeg(E˜iCE˜/CE˜L) ≤
dim(G) − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m. By Lemma 4.10, the compositum E1 · · ·E2m equals E.
Therefore, E˜ equals the compositum of E˜1, . . . , E˜2m inside E˜ and we conclude that
(1) trdeg(E˜/CE˜L) ≤ 2m(dim(G)− 1).
On the other hand, any subset of CE˜ that is algebraically independent over K remains
algebraically independent over E by Lemma 4.9, since CE = K. Therefore, trdeg(CE˜/K) =
trdeg(ECE˜/E) ≤ trdeg(E˜/E) and we obtain
(2) trdeg(CE˜L/L) ≤ trdeg(CE˜/K) ≤ trdeg(E˜/E) ≤ trdeg(L/F ) = m− 1,
where we used that E˜ is a compositum of E and L to obtain the last inequality. Equations
(1) and (2) together yield trdeg(E˜/L) ≤ 2m dim(G)−m− 1, and therefore
trdeg(E/F ) ≤ trdeg(E˜/F ) ≤ 2m dim(G)− 2.
But R/F is a Picard-Vessiot ring with differential Galois group G2m, so trdeg(E/F ) =
2m dim(G), a contradiction, which completes the third step.
Conclusion of the proof: We conclude that for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m, R˜i = Ri⊗FL is an integral
domain and E˜i = Frac(R˜i) satisfies CE˜i = K. By Proposition 1.8, R˜i is a Picard-Vessiot ring
over L with Aut∂(R˜i/L) ∼= Aut∂(Ri/F ) ∼= G. 
A field of characteristic zero with a nontrivial derivation is always a transcendental ex-
tension of its field of constants (since derivations extend uniquely to separable algebraic
extensions); hence we may find a copy of a rational function field within the given field. This
gives the following
Corollary 4.13. Let L be a differential field that is finitely generated over its field of con-
stants K 6= L. Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over K with the property that for any
r ∈ N, Gr is a differential Galois group over K(x); here K(x) denotes a rational function
field with derivation d/dx. Then G is a differential Galois group over L.
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Proof. Let z ∈ L be transcendental over K. By Lemma 4.2, we may assume that ∂(z) = 1
by replacing ∂ with ∂(z)−1 · ∂. Then F = K(z) is a differential subfield of L differentially
isomorphic to K(x) and the claim follows from Theorem 4.12. 
Combining Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.13, we obtain our main result:
Theorem 4.14. Let K = k((t)) be a field of Laurent series over a field k of characteristic
zero. Let L/K be a finitely generated field extension with a non-trivial derivation ∂ on L
such that CL = K. Then every linear algebraic group defined over K is a differential Galois
group over L.
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